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Spartans Will Make Final Choice Today
For A Blonde Or Brunette SG Queen

PL16 VETS
MUST STAY SJSC MEN
IN SCHOOL CAPTURE
FIVE THUGS

Public Lav 16 requires that all
veterans under this program (disabled veterans) remain in continuous training as long as school is
in session.
Such veterans are expected to
attend Summer Session from June
28 to August 8, and carry a minimum of six units, revealed Loren
G. Mowrey, veterans’ representative.
Exceptions are made only in the
following circumstances:
1. Courses offered are not suitable for the veteran’s objective,
and a statement to that effect is
obtained from the department
head or departmental advisor.
2. A statement is obtained from
a doctor recommending interruption for medical reasons.
3. Personal problems and financial difficulties may be used as a
basis for interruption providing
they are of a temporary nature
and the veteran can re-enroll in
the fall.
"Interruption of training under
any other conditions makes it very
difficult or impossible to re-enter
training under PL16," says Mowrey.
Any PL16 veteran unable to attend Summer Session or transferring to another school should contact the Veterans Administration
Training Officer at 439 S. First
street at least two weeks before
the end of the current quarter.

READ "THE REED"

A posse including four San Jose
State police students led by ex Spartan Sheriff Howard Horn buckle yesterday captured five
suspected bandits, including one
woman, in a San Jose home that
served as a hide-out.
According to Hornbuckle, one
other person connected with the
case is believed at large.
Students aiding in the capture
were: Pat Boggs, senior; Jim
Geary, freshman; Jerry Frank, sophomore; and Jim Saghatelian,
not enrolled in school this quarter.
An arsenal of shotguns, revolvers and an automatic pistol was
seized when the posse battered
down doors to trap the group in a
carefully -planned raid.
"Members of the heavily-armed
gang confessed the robbery of two
taverns within the last eight
days," reported Hornbuckle. "They
also admitted they were planning
’several’ San Jose bank robberies?’
United Press dispatch reports
the following persons were taken
into custody: Benny Lee Johnson,
23; Alexander McGraw, 34, and his
wife, Mary, 38; Marvin Finley, 29;
and Julian Marion, 24.
Hornbuckle said he had been
working on the case for several
months and had wanted to catch
them red-handed but was forced
to round them up ahead of schedule after receiving a tip they planned to leave town.

Garden City A.C.
CCF To Hear
Wins Over Reds
Bill Berry won his own game in Reverend Fox
the fifth inning with a 325-foot
home run as the Garden City A.C.
nosed out the fighting Spartan
Reds, 5-4. The Reds rallied strongly in the last inning, scoring two
runs, and they had the tying run
on third, but shortstop Stu Inman
made a nice play on a ground ball
throwing Boyd Schultz out at second base.

Rev. Herbert M. Fox, Sacramento pastor and chairman of the
Northern Fellowship of the American Council of Christian Churches
of California, will be guest speaker
at tomorrow’s Collegiate Christian
Fellowship meeting at 12:30 in
room 117, according to President
Bob Baylis.

New College Literary Magazine
Makes Initial Appearance Today
"The Reed," college literary magazine, goes on gale at 11 o’clock
today in the library Arch, the
Home Economics building, and in
front of the Morris Dailey auditorium. The price is 25 cents for the
all -student authored publication
sponsored by Pegasus, the student
literary society.
"The magazine is aimed at the
the
,_pro
of the better-read and more
tastes
thoughtful students," states Dr,
James Wood, faculty advisor of
ject,---AThe --issue contains
eleven stories, four essays, and six
poems. If the magazine is received
_fat/Drably, 1t_ )11
nual, or even quarterly affair." he
said.
Interest in the new publication
is reflected by the large number
of advance reservations placed in
the English office. Only 350 copies
will be offered for sale.
The attractive two-color cover
was designed under the direction
of Mr. Hartley E. Jackson. The
actual printing and inside layout
were done by the Graphic Arts
Press of San Jose.
Pegasus members selected and
edited the material, a part of
which was entered in this year’s
Phelan contest.

The table of contents for the
37 -page book reveals the following articles: Socrates, on the Nature of Wisdom, an essay by Julian Briggs; Some Turn to God, a
story by Jose Villareal; The Depression, an essay by Owen V. Owens; The Fly, a story by Maurice
K. Thompson; No, It Was Red, a
story by Jean Grenbeaux; The
Chosen, a story by Marian Ellis;
The Albatross, a story by Julian
Briggs; Ding Dong Belle, a story
by Carolyn Hackman; The Pursuit of an Idea, an essay by David
Lesperance; The Lemon Tree, a

’NOW IS THE TIME’
FOR BIG DECISION
By JACQUE WOLFF
And now is the time for all good
Spartans to come to the Student
Union today to cast their votes
for the queen candidate of their
choice! One of two beauties must
be se iecte dBrunette Joanne
Thornley or Blonde Carol Seibold.
Between the hours of 8 a.m. and 4
p.m., students will have the difficult task of weighing the subject
carefully (though not literally!)
to determine if the 1948 Spardl
Gras queen will be blonde or brunette.
Both candidates are equally
suited to the titled role of SG
queen. The adjectives, attractive,
popular, and regal may aptly be
SNORING PROFESSOR
You may find our prof each day
at ten,
Smoking with the medical men.
applied to the Spar t an et te s.
"There’s no paucity of pulchritude
here." murmer students as they
gaze at the pleasant propaganda
posted about the campus.

Spardi Gras queen and the ASII
offices of Male Representative at
Large, Female Representative at
Large, Junior Class Representative
(one year), and Junior Representative to Student Council will be
decided at the run-off election in
Student Union today.
The polls are open from 8 a.m.
to 4 p.m.
Joanne Thornley and Carol Seibold are the two finalists in the
campaign for queen honors. Donna
Grayson, Vaux Mervy, Lee MacMahon, and Bobbie Brown were
eliminated from the race at last
Friday’s primary balloting.
Marsh Pitman and Don Schaeffer are the remaining candidates
for Male Representative at Large.
Leah Keller and Esther Weakley
are rivals for the office of Female
Representative at Large.
Shirley Tallman and Phil Ward
vie for Junior Class Representative.
Rose Fuller and Patricia Walsh
I are the finalists for the office of
Junior Representative to Student
Council,

’

Students recommended to be
honored at the Recognition Day
assembly will be notified by mall
provided their names are filed before 5 p.m. tomorrow in the Business office.
Torn Wall chai
ganizations and departments to
submit names of outstanding students.
Awards will be given for meritorious service to the school and
departments. Special awards will
also be presented.
The scheduled date is June 4 in
the Morris Dailey auditorium from
11:30 a.m. until 1:30 p.m.- -classes
will not be dismissed

Date Set For
Award Assembly
At Monday afternoon’s Student
Council meeting, Tom Wall, ASB
president-elect, stated that the
Recognition assembly is to be held
Friday, June 4, from 11:30 a.m.
to 1:30 p.m.
This assembly calls for the presentation of awards to students in
all fields of scholastic and athletic
endeavor for extraordinary
achievement. According to Wall,
92 or 93 awards will be made.
In other Council happenings the
Inter-religious committee, represented by Fred Jobs, had its constitution approved.
Spartan Daily Editor Phil Robertson presented a detailed written report to the Council regarding the UNESCO meeting he attended on May 13, 14 and 15.

SPECIFICATIONS
Joanne reeaches the height of
five foot -two inches in stocking
feet. With her eyes of blue and
soft brown hair, Delta Theta Omega and Allenian members are
planning this combination will cop t,
the throne. Similarly, Sigma Alpha
Epsilon and Kappa Alpha Theta
members are banking upon Carol
The price of State camp for the
Seibold’s pleasing attributes to
sway the perplexed students who summer of 1948 has been set- at
are "caught on the horns of dilem- $12.00, announced co-Chairmen,Esma." Her vital statistics are: five ther Weakley and Bob Keller. A
$5.00 deposit is now payable in the
feet-five, blue eyes and blonde.
Whether it be Joanne or Carol, Student Y office, 220 S. Seventh
READ "THE REED"
the Spardi Gras queen will rule street, so that the student can be
over the gay festival with the king assured of a place at the Septemof her choice. She will watch stu- ber 21 to 24 camp at La Honda.
dents who previously had their The total cost must be paid byl
noses stuck in the proverbial August 1.
Transportation, room and board
weighty books, throw off their
scholarly gowns and shamelessly are included in the $12.00 cost,
San Jose State college has been
parade about the decorated Quad said Keller. He emphasized that
general recreation will take up granted permission to form a
in outlandish costumes.
most of the time at the camp. chapter of the national freshman
FRENCH SUITS
Open discussion groups will cover honor society Phi Eta Sigma by an
The queen will view diapers, problems and policies at San Josel overwhelming vote of the society’s
Russian guardsmen costumes, na- State college, carrying out thei 65 chapters, Dean Paul M. Pitman
tive chief attire, hula skirts, hobo camp’s theme, "A Better Spartan revealed recently.
Phi Eta Sigma, according to
regalia, French bathing suits and for a Better State."
Dean Pitman, is an outstanding
various other ingenious ensembles.
honor society for freshmen scholShe will see the Quad change
ars. Although a student must be
overnight from the formal grounds
invited into the fraternity during
to a scene of feverish activity and
his fresh year, he may remain in
gaiety. There will be booths, conthe society throughout college.
cessions, food, soft drinks, more
Preliminary hearing of Ray- Pitman added that Phi Eta Sigma
food, and more concessions.
Her Majesty will watch as priz- mond King Leitner, 45, charged is comparable to Phi Beta Kappa,
es are distributed among lucky with burglary, was set over un- national honor fraternity.
Formal installation of Phi Eta
winners. Prizes such as record al- til May 20, at 10 a.m., by Police
bums, electric razors, free shaves, Judge Percy O’Connor Monday. Sigma will be held sometime durLeitner is charged with burglar- ing next fall quarter. The organmoney orders, show passes, free
tickets, gasoline, books, izing Mary E. George girl’s board- ization will be sponsored by Tau
meal
sweaters, skirts, shirts, are just a ing house at 146 S. 10th St., May 6. Delta Phi, local honor fraternity.
few of the host of awards.
The girl who will reign over this
scene of relaxation and fun will
be chosen today. Who shall-it--hia---Joanne or Carol?

YMCA L eaders
a
Set
e Camp Price

New Frosh Frat
Wins Approval

New Date Is Set
For Local Hearing

OF IHEiAnRE

READ-"Te46
B ue, a story* Shirley -Goddard;
Biesmes, an essay by Marcel F.
PAventurier; The Red Haired Lady, a story by Aphrodite Scribner; Cupid in a White Apron, a
story by L. W. Mathiesen; The
Matter Expounded, a story by
Scott Hubbard; Poems by James
Rambo, Don R. Wobber, Colleen
McCann, Lynn Seese and Mary
O’Donnell.
Miller, author of The Lemon
Tree, who recently graduated from
the Speech department of the college, is no longer on campus. -He
recently took a position at the
University of North Dakota.
7

STUDENTS
ASB, QUEEN HONORED
RUN-OFF
BY MEET
VOTE TODAY

Mills Prof Talks
On Democracy
Before an audience of over 400
in the Monis Dailey auditorium,
Professor Laurence Sears of Mills
college spoke yesterday on the
subject., "American Democracy,
Today and Tomorrow."
The thesis of Dr. Sears’ talk was
that internal strife and hostilities
in America create tensions which
make our democratic way of life
subject to disintegration.

By UNITED PRESS

Edited by PAUL VON HAFFTEN

- WASHINGTONThe Russian and the Polish governments yesterday followed the American and Guatemalan lead and recognized the
new Republic of Israel. Meantime little hope was held for an immediate truce although both Russia and the United States urged tle United Nations to take action.
WASHINGTONThe bill to outlaw the Communist party neemed
assured of early passage. Meanwhile the Congressmen were1 set to
renew their fight on the oleo repeal of taxes levied against the product.-WASHINGTONJohn L. Lewis threatened to call off negotiations
for a new coal contract if producers vote to seat a negotiator not to
his liking. Meanwhile Judge Alan Goldsborough at government request set aside his conviction of contempt against Lewis and the UMW.
DETROIT--C10 United Auto Workers issued a 10 -day strike notice against the General Motors corporation yesterday. The union was
seeking higher wages.
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Spartoons

FORGETFUL SAM Super Spartan Culp Stresses Activities
As Material Contribution Of College
RECEIVES
TWO FREE DUCATS In Teaching Lesson Of Congenial Living
Certain individuals seem to be
"Well, WI, I wasn’t born, 1 wasOh, no; wrong story. Are you
plagued by trouble no matter sure you want to interview me?" Bob Culp, Super Spartan, sat
what they do to avoid it. One perched up on the rail outside the publications office, wearing the
such person is a guy named Sam.
broad Culp grin. Temporarily curtailed by a recent foot operation,
Sam is an ordinary, friendly Bob was content to sit while he spoke.
collegian who lives in a place
"Yep, came west to California at the ripe old age of three from
called Anderson’s Abode for the Great Falls, Montana," said Culp, as he recited his history. Later the
Feeble Minded, lie is well liked
family moved to Taft where the future "fireball" Culp grew up.
by everyone except that all-powBob attended Taft Union high school where he served as president
erful diety called Fate. That is
sophomore and junior classes. He participated in many activithe
of
the reason everything happens
to Sam. The most recent episode ties hut interrupted his senior year to join the air force. He returned
showing how fate deals low blows in 1945 to receive his diploma.
occurred the other day.
Bob, who will graduate in Augwith a teacher’s credential
ust
It seems San Jose has an orwill complete
dinance forbidding overnight in industrial arts,
three years.
parking on the city’s streets. Car his college career in
smiled
reason,"
particular
"No
owners without garages may avoid
just that I’m
being fined if they pay one dol- the witty Culp, "it’s
lar for a parking permit good always in a hurry."

Taking Roll Call In 5112

This Is The Way!
Discrimination! That one word keynotes all gatherings of worldconscious peoples. It will be the topic of discussion by little groups
in bull-sessions; by councils and organizations on campus; by city,
county, state, national, and world governmental bodies whenever
and wherever they meet.
Hyper-developd means of communication has made it possible
for each case of discrimination to be brought to our attention as
soon as it happens. Whether the specific case happens to be in
Timbucto or right next door, we will hear all the details over our
morning cup of coffee.
When more than 3000 delegates from seven states and two territories met in San Francisco for the UNESCO conference last weekend, the main topic of discussion was discriminatory practices. This
is the sign of a healthy nation which is based on the concept that all
men are equal in rights and privileges, and is eager to achieve that
ideal.
THE PROBLEM
The problem confronting everyone, and precipitating many of
the discussions is how can this objective be accomplished? Many
attempts have been made, but often a program of substituting one
evil for another is offered. What everyone wants is a plan which will
give each individual the same rights, and will not deprive anyone
of privileges.
This is an objective which will be hard to achieve. On this campus, we recently had one of the poorer programs offered. But at
least it was an attempt to iliminate discrimination. That there
is but one course of action left open to achieve non-discrimination
seems quite obvious. But that action will be a slow process, and is
being recognized by the Student Council and faculty.
All students who are interested in this problem should contact
the College Life committee, which is composed of the Dean of Men,
Dean of Women, Student, Body President, Chief Justice of the Student
Court, President of Associated Women Students, and the Dean of
Student Personnel, and offer suggestions.
A SLOW PROCESS
It will ’be a slow process to draw up a workable amendment.
Anything of this nature must be worked out carefully. Undoubtedly
suggestions will be made, discussed, revised_and thrown in the waste
basket. It will be discouraging to those who do the legislating, but
eventually an amendment will evolve which will give the entire student
body the protection which it wants and needs.
It took nearly a year to re-write the ASB constitution, and it
didn’t include anything as serious as is required of the new amendment. Time isn’t precious in this matter. What is most important is
the end result; a result that is worth working for despite discouraging
incidents.
The way to achieve this is to work together toward a common
goal,--ftot--bypetitions or rivalry,--buC-es-e single tearrh--4*--laeif those interested will cooperate with each other and with the College

Editorial

for a period of six months. Sam
was fortunate; he had a garage.
The landlady, sweet soul, feeling sorry for poor Sambo, allowed
him to park his ,ancient vehicle
in her even more ancient garage
free. He used the garage faithn
fully for two years, then: one
inight, being in a hurry, he left
the relic parkined in front of the
house. Why should he worry? The
gendarmes never check up on
overnight parkers!
Next morning every car on the
block had a pretty yellow tag fasThe
tened to its windshield.
"bulls" had struck before dawn!
Did I say that every car had ONE
My error; Sam’s had
ticket?
two. Not only had he parked
overnight in the street, but he
also had obstructed a driveway.
His own!

,
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CAMPUS HISTORY
TRACES NAMING
OF SPARTAN DAILY

THRUST AND PARRY

LET’S GET IN SHAPE

JOIN NOW!

130 POST STREET
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PAY EDITORThis IssueMARIE HOULE

those book likesthat’ll kill ’em.
Yesereeeeeee "

Bob thinks one valuable part
of college that many students miss
out on is getting to know faculty
members better. "I think students
should try to get to know at least
one faculty member very well
get to be friends. You knowthe
LIKES EDUCATION
spirit around State, among both
Bob also goes for swimming, students and faculty members, Is
Have you wondered how the
boxing,
and
good
non-fiction one of the college’s outstanding
name of this paper, Spartan Daily, books.
"Tack educational on to assets."
was
selected?
After
looking
through the back copies of the
college paper on file in the treasure room, the following information was uncovered.
On Friday, April 6, 1934, the
What kind of two -headed animals are we? Last Wednesday we
name State College Times died
and the present name Spartan voted down three discrimination amendments and NSA. Some felt
Daily was born as the head for that NSA was voted down principally because of the discrimination
the campus paper.
clauses in its charter; certainly few of us were quibbling about the
Under the title of State College 10c extra it would cost us for our student body cards.
Times the paper had grown from
Yet we had the gall to send two of the most advertent procrastia monthly, bi-monthly, bi-weekly, nators against the discrimination
amendments, one against NSA, to
three times a week issue, to the
UNESCO in San Francisco this past weekend. UNESCO, an organizapresent five day week publication.
The Board of publications with tion that states in its constitution not once, but swice, that there
six students and one faculty mem- will be no discrimination because of "race, sex, language or religion,
ber decided that State College or any distinctions economic or social." From the definite absence.
Times was not appropriate for a however, of hissing amongst the San Jose delegation, I’d venture to
paper published daily and that It assume that these two hypocrites were there in good faith.
did very little to publicize the
The actions of two are reflected in many of us! We told three
college name. They voted six to amendments by the board
and we’re so used to stamping NO on the
one in favor of bringing the State
ballot that we just stamped a NO on NSA, too. It’s about time we
College Times to an end. The
name was immediately changed students at San Jose quit straddling the fence and began thinking
Spartan Daily. Bob Leland was like college students. Let’s either quit organizations like UNESCO
editor of the paper at that time. to which we belong, or begin thinking seriously about organizations
The decision of the board was like NSA. Let’s stop being two-headed.
G. HALL LANDRY
not legal until the student body
new
voted their approval of the
name. The students expressed
their opinion on April 18, 1934
with a vote of 454 to 81 in favor
of Spartan Daily.
Dr. T. W. MacQuarrie, president of the college, commented
on the change by declaring it anAT REDUCED RATES
other step forward In the progress
of the college.
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SPARTAN KNIGHT
The 22 -year-old senior is a
member of the Spartan Knights,
chairman of the Rally committee,
freshman camp counsellor, and
former sophomore class president.
"What do I think is an important part of college life? Participation in student activities!" On
this -subject the congenial Bob
grew serious. "College offers more
than just academic subjects. It’s
the chance of a lifetime to learn
the important lesson of how to get
along with people. Every student
should join at least one campus
organization . . ."
". . . Gad, that sounds momentous, doesn’t it ?" That grin again.
"Why did you come to San
Jose State?" we asked.
A snappy "I couldn’t. No
wrong answer. Seriously, I came
to State because its industrial
arts program is outstanding. And
I wanted to teach industrial arts."
His likes? Foremost is a petite
brunette from Stockton. He’s going to marry Phyllis Hanna in
August. ,

pS. Sass. Clara
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SJSC WILL PkAY HOST - DAILY SETS DE VOSS SETS MAY 26
TO REGIONAL PRINTERS DEADLINE
FOR CREDENTIAL EXAM
FOR PHOTOS

Teachers of printing and administrators of printing schools fron1
California, Oregon, Nevada and Arizona will attend the first regional
conference on printing education to be held here May 22.
The conference is sponsored by the National Graphic Arts Educations association of which Hartley E. Jackson, associate professor
of Industrial Arts at San Jose State, is secretary. Attendance is
expected to total 200.
The conference will open at 10
a.m. in room 210 of the Science
building and will continue through
the day with an intermission for
lunch.
G. Henry Henneberg, manager
of Printing Industries of America,
Inc., of Los Angeles, will speak
on the subject, "What the Printing Industry Offers the Youth of
Today." Discussion is expected
to cover various problems connected with the teaching of printing.
Two motion pictures will be
shown. They are "Type Speaks,"
a new sound film, and "Look to
the Years Ahead," a color film.
The former traces the design and
making of type from the time of
Gutenberg to the present and the
latter shows some of the new
printing techniques.
In connection with the conference there will be an exhibit
of material § used in teaching
printing. This display will be
exhibited in the Library along
with a replica of an old.Amsterdam printing press. Mr. Jackson built the replica.

SJS Will Celebrate
Calif. Centennial
California’s Centennial will be
celebrated by San Jose State college, the state’s oldest publicly supported institution of higher
education, during the week of
May 30, 1949. Plans for the celebration are being made by a committee of which Dr. Hugh
head of the Spech department,
is chairman.
While the Centennial week program is now in a tentative stage,
the committee favors the inclusion
of an appropriate dramatic event,
a musical program of major proportions, and other attractions,
such as art exhibits, literary programs, etc. Student participation
in the celebration is also contemplated.
Dr. T. W. MacQuarrie has asked all members of the faculty to
cooperate in this project, which
will be one of the major events
of the 1948-49 college year.

The deadline for contributions
to the Spartan Daily Photography
contest has been extended from
May 21 to June 3.
"We are extending the deadline because we believe Spardi
Gras, as always, will offer some
swell opportunities for picturetaking," explained Contest Editors Bob ileisey and Louis Nola.
The first Daily Photography
contest/ held last Spring, drew a
flood of contributions, although
there were restrictions as to the
number submitted and size of
prints accepted.
Students contributing to this
year’s "photo royale" have almost
free reign. Any number of prints
or negatives may be submitted,
in one or all of the four divisions
people, action, landscape, and
war.
Prints should be 5 x 7, or larger.
However, contestants whose prize
photos are smaller may submit
them anyway, if the negatives are
included. Negatives will be returned to their owners immediately after judging is completed.
The following information
should be printed on the back side
of each contribution: your name,
title of photo, address, division
entered

A memorandum relative to examinations to be given May 26 and
May 27 has been sent out by Dean James C. DeVoss to students who
have filed registration cards for the general secondary credential.
The memorandum states "there will be required of those seeking
the general secondary credential a comprehensive subject matter examination." The examinations will be given in room 112 of the Science

Students To Debate
On Discrimination
"Discrimination in Education"
will be discussed by a group of
student speakers from this school
In the studios of Radio Station
KQW on May 27, Wilibur Luick,
debate coach reported today.
The discussion will be recorded
for rebroadcast later by the station.
On the same date another group
of students will discuss "The
United
Nations versus World
Federation" over Radio KEEN
at 8:15 to 8:30 p.m. under the
sponsorship of the Junior Chamber of Commerce.
The student panel group on
"Immigration and the Displaced
Person" will present its discussion
before the Women’s Society of
the Palo Alto First Methodist
Church on June 8.

building between the hours of 8
and 8 p.m. on May 26 and May 27.
Those talking the examination
are requested to sign a list in
room 118 before May 24 indicating on which of the days they
choose to take the test.
Mrs. A. R. Carver, secretary
of the General Secondary committee, warns that there may be
students who should have received
the memorandum but did not because of having failed to register
in room 114. Such persons should
file registration cards immediately, Mrs. Carver says.
"Hereafter," Mrs. Carver states,
"the test must be completed by
students before their applications
for teacher training approval for
the general secondary will be accepted. Since the examination
is regularly scheduled only once a
year, it is important that the requirement now be met by general
secondary students who will be
completing junior standing by a
year from now."
Those who have taken the examination upon admission to college will not be required to take
it again.

Students May Sign Archers To Meet
Local College Aids Newmanites To Hold For Program Work Stanford Saturday Qualified Student
MaySecurePosition
AAVW Membership Picnic Sunday

The American Association of
University women is expanding
its membership, according to Mrs.
Jack Anderson, San Jose AAUW
president. Mrs. Anderson stated
in a recent report to the state
branch of AAUW at their meeting
in San Francisco last Friday and
Saturday that the San Jose chapter has increased 49 per cent this
last year.
Mrs. Anderson went on to say
that 50 per cent of this San Jose
increase is due to the San Jose
State college women gradautes.
San Jose State college was recognized by AAUW in April of 1947.
All San Jose State college
women graduates who have received Bachelor of Arts degrees
since 1927 may join AAUW. The
66 branches of AAUW have 12,582
members of which 1389 are new
members. The California AAUW
contributed $13,858.65 towards the
to
Fund
Fellowship
National
which any woman university graduate may apply to do further
research in her own field of study.

Five SJ Students
Take Election Poll
Five San Jose State college
students are conducting a poll
for the Research and Review Institute on the coming elections in
November.
Taking the poll are: Merna
Maddux, Eugene Rand, Verne
Baker, Jerry Landt and Bob Pearson.
The poll includes asking who
the interviewed person prefers in
the presidential race in both parties; and whom they prefer in
Congressman Jack Anderson’s
Eighth District.

35c - Box Lunch - 35c
or you may select

SANDWICHES- PIE. MILK - ETC.
For BAG LUNCHES

San Jose Box Lunch
Soli Sorvics

135 E. San Antonio

The San Jose State Newman
club will hold its spring picnic
Sunday at 1 p.m. at Alum Rock
park, announced picnic Chairman
Joe Garske. The Stanford and
University of California Newman
Clubs also will attend.
Members must show membership cards before buying tickets
and may bring one guest. The
menu for the picnic will include
hamburgers, beans, salad, potato
chips, and the "usual beverage,"
according to Garske.
Transportation to the picric
will leave from Newman Hall and
arrive in time for the beginning
of the afternoon. Those selling
tickets about the campus include
Joe Garske, Al Pinard, Phil Riazza, Joe Ashworth, Chuck Lynch,
Barbara Fontes, and Mary Ann
Coppini. Tickets also may be purchased at Thursday’s meeting and
thereafter at Newman Hall.

All people who are interested
in working on the entertainment
committee of the Rally committee please sign up on the sheet on
the bulletin board in the Student
Union, asks Edwin Mosher, chigpman.
The committee is to start work
immediately for the entertainment
during the coming football season, he announces. Work will include half time activities, skits,
rallies and contests. "New ideas
are highly desirable," Mosher declares.

Dr. Jones’ Class
Presents Exhibit

WAA archers will participate
Saturday morning in an informal
archery tournament at Stanford,
announces Virginia Heseman,
manager of the WAA Archery
Club.
Schools
competing
in
the
tournament
include:
Stanford,
San Jose State and San Mateo
Junior college, with entries in
the elementary, intermediate and
advanced divisions.
Manager Heseman requests that
all women students planning to
attend the tournament sign up
in the Women’s gym as soon as
I possible. Information as to trans!portation for the group will be
announced later.

"Herbs: Into Everything!" is
the title of the exhibit now on
display in the Home Economics
building. The display is the sixth
in the series of exhibits presented
by Dr. Margaret Jones’ Methods
of Teaching class.
lncluided in the display are
icommon herbs in the green, dried
and ground form, in addition to
commercially
made
seasonings
and flavorings, prepared food s,
A representative of Chesterfield medicines and other miscellaneeIN
cigarettes willbe on campus this items, all using herbs. The exweek to offer a premium to San hibit will be In the Home EcoJose State students who smoke nomics display cases all this week.
Chesterfields.
This representative will stop
students on the campus to ascertain their brand of cigarettes. If
students stopped are carrying
Chesterfields, they will be given a
Photo Supplies - Finishing
free pack of that brand of ciga!
61 E. Santa Clara Strest
rettes. If they are actually smok- /
I
ing a Chesterfield when stopped,
they will receive two packages.

Chesterfield Man
Here This Week

I PAR PHOTO
SERVICE
!

Vet Enrollment
Takes Drop In LA

Four Students Aid
Political Campaign SAVE IN CASH!
Four State students are working in politics these days passing
out campaign posters and literature for Congressman Jack Anderson throughout the Eighth District.
Those working for Congressman
Anderson are: Bob Heisey, Russ
CWne, Dick Hugo and Dick lialpper.
Their work includes passing out
quarter cards and blotters to all
places of business in San Jose
and Santa Clara county and generally covering the Congressman’s
territory.

3c A GAL. ON REGULAR
31/2c A GAL. ON ETHYL
It’s true, Guys aad Gals. Ivy
your gasoline al the SAAVON
STATION. 4th end William.
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.

$AAVON
Service Station
N.E. Cor. 4th &

William

Why try to make men wear
hats when world conditions call
for cool heads.

SPARTANS!

LOS ANGELES (UP)Veteran
enrollment in Los Angeles colleges shows a three per cent drop
for this spring, a survey made
by the Veterans Service Center
showed yesterday.
Isyron said the high cost of living caused veterans to drop out

of 801001.

FALLING HAIR-DRY SCALP?

HERE’S A WAY
TO CUT YOUR

At the home of

AS BILLS

Savo by buying your gas at our wholosalo prices.
Uniformity of NORWAtitclilia ity atitirel ra__Ot
top performance.
Come in and let’s get acquainted.

Give your hair this "PROFESSIONAL L.B.TREATME
For more than 20 yeors LI. has helped thousands upon
thousands of men and women to improve their hair. LB.
contains on exclusive ergeek scalp conditioner found in
no other hair preparation. A few drops of LIB. FOR THE
HAIR massoged gently into the scalp each morning relieves dry, itching scalp, removes unottroctive coked
dandruff, allowing freedom for natural function of hair
follicles. Try L.B. today .. ratite how refreshing it feels
... see how easily your hair combs. L.B. Is sold with a
money -bock guarantee of complete sotisfoction ...ot
your fovorite drug or cosmetic counter. For that sport,
well groomed look use LB. Cream Oil.

There will be a graduate assistantship in Early Childhood Education at Whittier college for a
qualified student interested in
working for a Master’s degree
and assisting the head kindergarten teacher of Broadoaks School,
Dr. William Sweeney reported today.
This will enable the student to
devote approximately half-time to
graduate work, thus requiring the
student to spend two years in the
school. There will be a stipend
of $600 a year for this. The assistantship will be offered at the beginning of our fall term, 1948. If
interested, see Dr. Sweeney, head
of the Education department.

EXTRA SAVINGS
ON ALL
MOTOR OILS

JUST ONE BLOCK
FROM SPARTAN GYM
ON SAN CARLOS

Spartan Bowlers
Fred "Duffy" Nye. M.
Men TWornan’t
Classes held hem
WE FEATURE A FULL LINE OF
BOWLING BALL BAGS AND SHOES
Carel Nlson

12 Lanes
FOUNTAIN & LUNCH
Open from 10 A.M.

.1

NORWALK SERVICE
THIRD AND SAN CARLOS

JOSE BOWL
172 W. Santa Clara Bal. 8423
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THE SECOND GUESS

SPARTAN SPIKERS
DEEP IN QUANDRY

Spartan Daily

SPORTS

The Spartan track team is
definitely in a transition state
this week. The Coliseum and MoifiL-V-4-44-44-4-414444-444-4-4-44--14-41-414-4-44-414144-4444444-4t-w-40 desto Relays are scheduled for
Friday and Saturday nights reThe sport of track and field has come a long way since the first
spectively, but Coach Bud Winter
American Intercollegiate Track Athletic Games were held at Saratoga, does not
know just who will enter
New York, in 1876.
what meet.
The winning marks of this meet were about par for a lightweight
RELAY TROUBLES
high school team now, but in those days were considered quite an
Relay troubles are Coach Winaccomplishment.
Since
headache.
ter’s
biggest
By DAVE PARNAY
Steve O’Meara, Bill Parton, and
U.S.-BRITISH COMPARED
the
first annual All-College Tennis Championin
Competition
In England, however, the sport was much more advanced as the Fred Mangini, three members of
squads, ships will be open to members of the varsity tennis team. However
sprint
the
tiflo
440
and
following comparison between our initial effort and the Oxford-Cammust double in track and spring
tournament chairman, Ted Mumby, wishes to emphasize that every
bridge games of the same year show.
football practice, Winter has deU. S. England
cided not to enter teams in either entrant will play at least twice and after his first loss he will play in
10.4
11.00
100-yard dash
of these events.
ono of two consolation brackets. It is entirely possible that one of the
16.0
18.5
120-yard high hurdles
three divisions will be won by
SMALLEY QUESTION
52.4
56.0
440-yard run
someone
other than a member of
Don Smalley is also a big ques4:58.0 4:29.2
Mile run
a the varsity or freshman teams.
of
result
tion
mark
as
the
5’ 2 1/2" 6’ 2 1/2".
High jump
slump which he may or may not
Favorites in the tournament
18’ 9" 21’ 8 1/2"
Broad jump
be able to shake by Friday.
which win start next Monday on
1:56.2
2:16.5
880-yard run
If he appears to be in good the Spartan Field courts will
enough shape, the small but swift probably be varsity champion
UNITED STATES CATCHES UP
Bob Jackson’s airtightcpitching
and I backed up by ten base hits
It wasn’t long, however, before the Americans caught up and sur- sprinter will run against USC’s Chet Bulwa, Jim Waterman,
Mel Patton, who smashed the Gene Franco and Dave Parnay, brought Sigma Gamma Omega an
passed the British until now they hold the world record in 11 out of the
world record in the 100-yard dash ex -members of the squad who will ’Inter - fraternity softball victory
15 events run off in a dual track meet.
’at Fresno, and Lloyd LaBeach, be eligible for the championship.. Monday afternoon as they shut
The cindermen from the Isles, on the other hand, today lay claim Panama’s sprint sensation, in the
out Delta Sigma Gamma, 6-0.
PERPETUAL CUP
to only one of these marks, the 880. The Scandinavian countries have Coliseum Relays.
The SGO’s scored five runs in
A total of four trophies will be
long dominated the mile, two mile and javelin. Swedish runners hold
MORE RELAY TROUBLE
given in addition to awards for a wild fourth inning uprising in
the former records, while Finnish spear tossers have seldom been
The mile relay team is a source the consolation brackets. The which the entire team batted
equalled in any other part of the globe.
Frank Lavoi and Bill
of
more trouble. Thelno Knowles, name of the college champion around.
Several U.S. runners of yesterday chalked up marks which are who
clicked off a 48.1 440 lap will be inscribed on a perpetual Ilowser led the attack for the
however.
still considered fair country performances,
winners.
at Fresno, and Stu Inman are cup.
sure
to
run,
but
who
will
fill
the
100
SWIFT
Jackson, in pitching his best
DUFFEY RUNS
Entries will be accepted in
other two spots is anyone’s evess
’ Mumby’s office in the Men’s gym game of the season, allowed only
In 1901 during the time when stop watches recorded split seconds
until noon Friday and should in - three hits while striking out 14.
in fifths only, Arthur Duffy clipped off a 9 3/5 100 -yard dash. In those
elude
name in full, college ad - The win boosted SGO into the
of
aspect
technical
days an athlete just got out and ran, since the
and phone number. There league lead with three wins and
dress,
the sport was practically unknown, and running surfaces were vastly
will be an entry fee of one dol- one loss.
inferior to the expensive, scientifically planned ovals of today.
ler.
As far back as 1880, Laurence Myers proved himself to be a real
The
Converse
_
Dunkel final
iron man by running the 100, 220, 440 and 880 in the U.S. national
summary for the 1947-1948 bas- fornia defeated Wisconsin and
championship meet, and winning them all. His times of 10.0, 22.0,
Dunkel
rated
the
ketball season, compiled by Dick Minnesota,
48.6, and 1:55.4 are still, for the most part, better than average, even Dunkel, could be
interpreted as Bears below the midwest schools.
when run individually.
a deliberate slur to Pacific Coast
OBVIOUS PREJUDICE
Myers also ran the first four minute mile, covering the four laps basketball in particular and its
Spartan Daily league teams
Dunkel
is a victim of the same
manner,
in 3:31.8! He accomplished the feat in a slightly unorthodox
sports prowess in general. Twelve
playing
today at 3:45 p.m. are
unconscious prejudice that has
however, since a ten minute rest period was taken between each lap. teams are rated ahead of WashPyle Inn Boys vs. The Cakers on
limited
the
Pacific
to
a
minimum
Myers was timed in approximately 56 seconds for each 440, which ington, the Coast’s top team, and of football All-Americans despite diamond 1; and on diamond 2 The
Kentucky, St. Louis, and Holy
is a good trick in itself--try it some time.
its definite edge over other areas Wildcats meet the Hit Paraders.
Cross, top three teams in the
At 5 p.m. the Gay Ninery take
BASEBALL
TO
TRACK
FROM
country and sectional leaders, of the country in the Rose Bowl the field against the league leadand
Shrine
East-West
classics.
ing Ridgerunners on diamond 1;
Off the subject of track, it was called to our attention some time average 10 points better than the
Huskies.
and on diamond 2 the Spartan
THE REASON
ago that we omitted mentioning the Cincinnati Reds baseball club
That the Pacific Coast, which
Probably the reason for this Chi nine take on the Student Y
in our Major league predictions.
sof tballers.
We plead guilty to this oversight, but are afraid their principal produced the team voted the best shortsightedness is the fact that
ever
to
play
in
the
the
National
bigshot
sportswriters
Coland
a
without
Reds
claim to fame in 1948 will be that fans can call them
legiate championships, the Stan- sportscasters, the national magaAbsence, that common cure of
Congressional investigating committee being rushed in.
ford NCAA champions of 1942, zines, and the areas of greatest
love.
plays basketball so inferior to population are located in the east
other areas of the country, is so and midwest. The average cammuch baloney. It matters not to paign for recognition of a West
SORORITIES
Minkel that the Coast won a ma- Coast star or team is drowned out
end
jority of its intersectional games. by the east and only a super camChet Bulwa’s freshman tennis
FRATERNITIES
Even after the University of Cali- paign produces results.
team fared no better than the
LOOKING FOR A HOUSE?
Bob Likens, who twice won the varsity in two week -end matches
For lap Nagle homes suitable
javelin
championship
National
A PENNY SAVED
A PENNY EARNED
for sororify..and fraternity houses,
in Monterey. Friday afternoon
tor San Jose State in 1946 and
III us. Rang of prices.
powerful
-Monterey
-FligN
school
47, hail retiM1 from eompeffinn,
it was announced by his coach, defeated the frosh, 7-1, and on
ROBERT E. RUF
Saturday Peninsular college clip1.loyd "Bud" Winter, Tuesday.
Buttons
sewed
repaired
tears
onRips
and
An exceptionally heavy scholas- ped the Spartlets, 4-3. Don Gale
Gladys H. Rut ’33
Close to College
Close to town
tic load has forced the blond spear won the only match against Mon79 E. San Antonio
tosser to give up the chance of terey High.
SIX CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
Col. 4201
winning another NC2A title and
a possible spot on the 1948 U. S. Winter stated, "but I think Li275 E. William
1199 Franklin Santa Clara
kens is making a wise move. His
Olympic team.
25-29 S. Third Street
Main Plant
Ballard 60
major consideration is his college
training, and it will suffer if he
HEAVY LOAD
332 E. Santa Clara St.
231 Willow
Likens is carrying 24 units this continues to compete in the jave1335 Lincoln
24th and Santa Clara St.
quarter, almost twice as many as lin.’’
the normal college course at San
Jose, is married and the father
of two boys.
Likens ended his career on a
winning note last Saturday at the
Fresno Relays when he got off a
217’21/2" toss, the second best of
AND HIS MAGIC
his career, to cep a first in the
PIANO FINGERS
college division of the annual
meet. His top throw was 218’8"
WITH
set in 1941 before he entered the
service,
By CARL UNDERWOOD

COMPETITION KEEN AS ALL-COLLEGE
TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIPS DRAW NEAR

ISGO ROUNDS OUT
WIN OVER DSG

COAST CAGERS
HANDICAPPED

SPARTAN DAILY
SOFTBALL TODAY

JAVELIN CHAMP
LIKENS RETIRES

FROSH TENNIS TEAM
LOSES AT MONTEREY
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Golden West Dry Cleaners

DON’T MISS

BUDDY
COLE

JOANNE

-

PAUL
SPEEGLE

--WINTER’S COMMENTS
"Our team will lose certain
points bY his rgtirement," Coash

MONOLOGUES

OUT TVE PAST

BLA K
-COMEDY

for

TATE
ice«, MITCHUM hitsGREER

A
Ii

CIVIC
AUDITORIUM

Spardi

Gras

Friday 8:30

Quen

P.M.

STUDENT TICKETS

60
AT SHERMAN CLAY
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Si Commission
Teachers Gather Here for Institute
Announces
Civil Service Exams Featuring Festive Folk Dancing
Wednesday, May 19, 1948

The San Jose Civil Service
commission
has
released
announcements of examinations to
be given for the positions of
clerk, flreman, and mike patrol-

man.

Applications for the positions of
fireman and police patrolman
may be obtained from, and must
be filed with the secretary of
the Civil Service commission on
or before May 25, at the City
Hall Annex, 175 W. San Carlos
street, according to the releases.
Salary for these jobs is stated
a’s being from $231 to $273 per
month, with vacations and sick
leave benefits and a liberal retirement plan.
Applications for the clerking
positions must be made before
June 16 at the City Hall Annex.
These positions are: Typist clerk,
salary $156 to $195; Senior typist
clerk, salary $175 to $218; Stenographer clerk, salary $I.S6 to $195;
Senior stenographer elerk. salary
$175 to $218.

Delta Phi Upsilon
Holds Joint Meet
Upsilon,
Phi
Delta
national
kindergarten - primary honorary
i society, held a joint meeting of
lactive members and alumni Tuesday evening at the home of Mrs.
Lore Mendelowitz.
Derrell Bond, tenor, and Emily Baptista, soprano, play Robin Hood
Initiation ceremonies were held
and Lady Marian in Reginald DeKoven’s comic opera to be presented
for two graduates, Dorothy Trusstomorrow night through Saturday night in the Morris Dailey audiler and Edith Smith. Both are
torium.
kindergarten teachers in the San
Jose schools. Two active pledges,
Helene Schulte and Jacqueline
Sallady, also were initiated.

Sherwood Forest Stirs Again As
’Robin Hood’ Opens Thursday Night

True Named New
Secretary SJCC

Characters beloved through the ages will come to life in the
elaborately mounted production of Reginald De Koven’s comic opera,
Donald S. True, ’27, former stu"Robin Hood" to be presented in Morris Dailey auditorium tomorrow dent body president here at San
State, has been appointed
through Saturday nights. This joint effort of the Music and Drama Jose
secretary of the San., Jose Junior
departments promises to be one of the most elaborate produc-iChamber of Commerce.
Hong; offered by State in years.
"Robin Hood" tells the story
of the famed outlaw band in SherForest- fat, jolly Friar
wood
Tuck. graceful Alan -a -Dale, jealous of his capricious sweetheart,
Annabel, who flirts with all the
men of the band; arrogant Sheriff of Nottingham who is trying
to capture the outlaws, and Robin
himself, and his lyrical love for
the high-born Maid Marian.
Two settings provide backgrounds for the three acts. The
first is in the village square on
Fair Day, which is also May 1.
There is a gay celebration around
the fair boothsa maypole dance,
Morris dance, and much gaiety
as the archers come from Sherwood Forest to compete in the
archery contest. Robin decides
to join the band because the
Sheriff withholds his estates and
wealth.
Act II is in Sherwood Forest
where the outlaw band is playing
skittles. The Sheriff and his men
enter disguished as poor tinkers,
and sing and dance the delightful Tinkers’ Song, all beating
their pans in time. A battle-royal
ensues, at the end of which Robin
Hood is captured and carried off.
The third act returns to the
village square. Weddings are in
preparation for the Sheriff and
Annabel (whom he has forced to
marry him) and Marian and Guy.
This is an extremely dressy scene.
A plot matures through Will Scarlet, who is making the chains
for Robin Hood, languishing in a
cell. Filar Tuck changes clothes
and chains with Robin who escapes and brings his band to the
Man ana 58 slim
down. Then, as a. finale, comes
the farewell "of Robin to Sherwood.
Gay and colorful costumes, in
medieval style, and lively and colorful dances will enhance the efforts of the college’s best singers
and actors.

STAMPS! STAMPS!
New Stamps in Almost Daily.
Fine Stock of Coins, too.
GEORGE F: KOHL
246 S. 1st St., Room 407 Col. 9742-W
9:30 ism. to 5:30 p.m.

Thar’s a Barn Dance
A’Comin’ !

SPARTAN DAILY

Sponsored by the Folk Dance Federation of California, a folk
dancing institute for teachers in the bay area will be held at the
SJS Women’s g.yrrellitiam next Sunday, May 23. There will be a
program of dancing from 1 to 8
p.m. with motion pictures and
more dancing from 7:30 to 10
p.m. From 200 to 250 dancing
teachers and others interested in
folk dancing are expected to atDean A. Spitler, San Jose State tend the institute.
college student, was one of the
The institute will be under the
winners In the third annual Nadirection
of the Spartan Spinners.
tional Collegiate Photography exhibition. Sponsored by Kappa Mrs. Sarah R. Wilson of the WomAlpha Mu, honorary fraternity in en’s Physical Education faculty is
the advisor. Henry "Buzz" Glass
photo journalism, the contest was
open to all colleges and universi- of Berkeley is chairman of the
federation committee for the inties.
stitute.
Spuler, photographer for last
New dances to be demonstrated
.bar’s La Torre and now on the
Sunday will include Walta Counphotography staff topped the
try Dance and Circassion Circle
fashion class with his picture
(Scottish), Nights of Gladness
"Spring." He will receive a tripod
with pan head and a $25 check. (American), Kalvelis (Lithuanian), Philippine Mazurka, Islanfl
Kappa Alpha Mu received a to- Scottish from Hawaii and Saltal of 755 entries from 175 col- tarelle (Italian). Dances to be relege photographers, representing viewed will be the Morris Dance,
78 different colleges and univer- Rigs O’Marlow, Picking Up Sticks,
sities
throughout
the
United Cumberland Square (all English),
States and Canada.
Totur
(Danish),
and
Spanish
Circle Waltz (American).

Spuler Places In
National Contest

Student Lounge
Ready By Summer

Denny-Watrous Attractions
CIVIC AUDITORIUM

"l’he projected meeting room
and lounge being built alongside
of the Student Y office on Seventh street will be ready for use
by summer, announced Bob Langston and John Morris, co-chairmen of the project.
The cement now being poured
for the floor was donated by Pacific Aggregates incorporated and
delivered by the Transit Mix
company.

THURS., JUNE 3 AT 8:30
CORNELIA OTIS SKINNER
by OICAI
M FIETC11131
KIM KUM KS futS
ISTRU WIR111000

MVMUS
OM
!

Ibolsoyd W MIL StAIIIIIOlymed by MCII MOM

3.60, 3.00, 2.40, 1.80 inc. tax
San Jose Auditorium, Columbia 7087

SPECIAL PURCHASE OF
FAMOUS NAME

SWIM SUITS
SELECTED IRREGULARS OF REG.

PI DELT’S ANNUAL BARN DANCE

14.95 to 17.95 QUALITIES

THIS SAT. N1TE
MAY 22
A AS
BARN
on King Road
Bid available
at door

DANCING
A.S.B. -001 says . .

"I’ll be
there."

9 ’til you drop
4
BOB KENT
and
COMBO

One And Two-Piece
All Lastex! All Nylon!
Many with Fagoted Seams
Sizes 9 to IS, 10 to 18
These glistening selected irregulars go on sale tomorrow,
Thursday! Originals that give
you that -sculptured look- . . .
in figure flattery for the junior
and miss! Beautiful shade"’
ice blue. green. gold red and
axi-brue.
QUANTITIES ARE LIMITED

SO

SHOP EARLY THURSDAY!
-

"Oscar! Get the Dentyne Chewing Gumit’s a date!"
"I’m ’way ahead of you, Pal -1 asked for
Dentyne Chewing Gum while you were still
talking over the phone. Show me any date who
doesn’t fall for that clean-tasting, long-lasting
Dentyne flavor! Dentyne’s got everything. It
even helps keep teeth white, tool"
Dentine GumMade Only by Adams

5
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SOJOURNERS’ CLUB

LA TORRE
BALANCE
DUE JUNE 1
who have purchased La Torres
on a two-dollar deposit basis that
the balance of three dollars is
due by June 1," declares Bob
Rexroad, publicity chairman of
the 1948 yearbook.
"If the balance is not paid by
this date, It will necessitate a delay in receiving your book," he
explained. "We urge prompt payment, to assure prompt delivery
of your La Torre."
La Torre salesmen will have
the files of deposit tickets in the
Library arch today to receive
the balances due.
"The colored division pages,
which are on display in the library showcases, have stimulated
yearbook sales to the point where
we have but a few copies left,"
the publicity manager reveals.

Members of the new Sojourner’s club, first row (I.) Bill Rickard,
Duke Deras, Sam Harris; (back row) Alvin Campbell, Lea Jamison
and Dilbert Harris admire color pictures that will be used in La
-photo by Dean Spuler
Torre.

Entries For Daily
SOJOURNERS
ELECT OFFICERS Photo Contest
Lea Jamison is the newly elect- Can Be Old Pics
of the San Jose State

The La Torres, scheduled to be
distributed June 2, may be purchased at the booth in the Library
arch, or in the Publications office, Barracks 95. The price is $5
per copy.

’Julius Caesar’
Rules At SFSC
Friday Night

"Julius Caesar" will open at
San Francisco State college May
21, Friday night, in the Frederic
Burk auditorium.
ed president
Contributions to the Spartan
Sojourner’s club, an organization
Reservations can be arranged
Daily Photography Contest do
affiliated with the Mason’s.
through the Theater office at 124
not have to be pictures taken reOther new officers are Samuel cently, according to the contest Buchanan street, San Francisco.
Alvin
vice - president;
Harris,
editors.
Campbell, secretary; and Duke
Photos submitted should be
Deras, treasurer.
5 x 7, or larger. If, however, your
The group has been organized
favorite picture is smaller, mereand operating since the beginning
ly submit the negative with the
of the fall quarter and was re"All students who have keys to
print.
All negatives will be recently recognized as an on-caMpus
lockers must turn them in to the
turned to their owners.
organization, Jamison said.
The four divisions open--People, Information office before the end
Mr. Weaver Meadows of the
Landscape,
Action, and War - of summer school," warns Byron
Commerce department is advisor
allow for almost any type of pic- Bollinger, superin tendent of
for the group.
ture. Perhaps that favorite shot grounds and buildings.
of yours, hidden away in an alStudents who have their own
bum, will win one of the top locks on lockers must remove
prizes.
them or face the possibility of
The deadline for contributions having them cut off. "Each year
is June 3! Bring them to the Spar- we cut from 250 to 300 locks,"1
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (UP) -Three tan Daily office, and turn them Bollinger stated.
weary college students stopped in to Lou Nola or Bob Heisey,
playing the whirring Roulette contest editors.
Modern version: None but the
wheel yesterday after their earnREAD "THE REED"
brave deserve affairs.
ings dropped from $39,000 to $33 100.
"We need a rest. We’re just
too tired to continue," Dr. Roy
Walford, San Diego, Cal., explained as the trio cashed in their
chips at midnight.

Locker Holders
Must Return Keys

1

Announcements

MU DELTA PI:
Meeting in
room 119 tonight at
INDUSTRIAL ARTS MAJORS:
And minors who plan to do student teaching fall quarter, please
meet in lecture room, Industrial
Arts dept. tomorrow at 3:30.
DIME -A -MITE: Meeting today
at 12 in Student Y.
Y RECREATION COMMITTEE
Meeting today at 4:30, Student Y.
SYN STAFF MEETING: Today
at 4:30 at Student Y.
TRICKS OF THE TRADE:
Meeting tonight at 7:30, Student Y
TAU DELTS: Meet in front of
Men’s gym at 7 p.m. Thursday. All
Bros. and neophytes. Meeting will
follow.
DELTA THETA OMEGA: Meet
tonight at 7:30 in room 133.
PI NU SIGMA: Meeting tomorrow at 11:30 in B73.
PRE-LEGAL CLUB: Meeting
tomorrow at 3:30. Important information on entrance requirements at University of San Francisco and University of Santa
Clara.
DELTA ZETA: Meeting tonight,
council at 7, members at 7:30.
AWS: Meeting today at 4:30
in room 24.
SIGMA GAMMA OMEGA:
Meeting tonight in room 24; members at 7:30, pledges at 8:30.
SIGMA KAPPA: Meeting tonight at Ste. Claire; senior council
6:45, regular meeting 7:30, pledges
at 8:00.
SPARTAN CHI: Meeting tonight at 7:30 at Hospitality House,
691 So. 2nd St.
RECREATIONAL SWIMMING:
Today from 3:30 to 5:30. Women
may wear own suits.
SINGSTUNDE: Meeting tomorrow at 3:30 in room 155.
ETA MU PI: Formal initiation
dinner at Rickey’s tomorrow night:
officers, 6:30; memberk and pledges at 7.
THETA CHI: Meeting tonight
at 7:30.
NEWMAN C L U B: Executive
meeting tomorrow night at 7 at
Newman hall. Reg. meeting at S.
Cl-II DELTA PHI: Meeting tonight at 7 in room 107.
ORCIIESIS: Meeting today at
4:30.
TRI GAMMA: Meeting tonight
at 8 at 162 So. 7th St.

7:

Trio Cashes In -Roulette ’Tiring’

SHORT CIRCUITS BREAKFAST: Tomorrow morning at 7 at
YMCA.
RADIO CLUB: Meeting tonight
at 7:30 in Science Bldg.
INTER -FRATERNITY: Council
meeting tonight at 6:30 at Theta
Chi house, 253 So. 8th St.

Job Shop
Typist for a few hours every
day.
Girl, three hours a day, to help
care for a five-year-old spastic
child. Occupational therapy training preferred.
Check with the Placement office about these:
1. General office position. Shorthand essential. Salary, $160 up.
2. Secretary clerk.
Full-time
position. Salary, $185.
3. Recreation director in Siskiyou County for July and August.
Salary, $200 a month.
4. Full-time repairing and servicing of business machines. Beginning salary, $34.50 weekly
plus G. I. benefits.

For
Bright Nights

SEA H-FREE
NYLONS
WITH PAWS HIM
The seam -free Nylons
identified by the Seal
of the DANCING TWINS we
fashion favoeites...on campus and
411. They have.. exclusive. patented
,
bor for smug. sure
Gusset*, for
’p’
comfort. Lad no
twisting seams! Sold
under leading brand
Samos at year favorite
rollese shop sr nom
MI. 3 ha. No. IMMO

WHERE THERE’S COKE
THERE’S REFRESHMENT

II QUARTETS AND 25-VOICE CHOIR IN 1
a000 GET

,

Classified Ads
FOR SALE: 1937 DeSoto 4-dr.
trunk sedan. Radio, heater. Good
haze-grey paint job. New front
end. Good motor. Must sell quick.
$675 or best bid. Leave note in
in front
"M" box in Coop or
of 178 So. 8th. Ph. Col. 4067.
FOR SALE: Looms, 4 harness;
collapsable base; 24 -inch weaving
width. Complete with heddles and
comb. $45. Without heddles and
comb $37. Heddles $1.00/100. Warp
reels $15. Leave note in box "T"
in Coop.
FOR RENT: Room with single
bed for college student. Private
toilet and wash basin--hot water.
Electric heat, $6.50 per week. 8..3
S. 10th St. Col. 3596-R. Mrs. Craig
FOR S(kLE: Convertible Ford,
’36, -Third and Sart Carlos Sts.
,FOR SALE: ’40 Hudson coupe,
new motor, new paint, new tires,
--radier4see4er-end-sputiitht7-13oett
condition, -$700. -Calf
-(142R-W
or 2260 Pioneer Ave.
TERM PAPERS TYPED: Students, don’t wait until too late.
Have term papers typed now before last minute rush. Edited; low
student rates. Bonnie Ire 1 a n d,
212A Porter Bldg., Santa Clara
St. at 2nd. Col. 4742-J.
FOR SALE: ’35 Plymouth 2-dr.
Good mechanical condition. Will
sell for $345. Call Mayfair 2831
or 273 Doris Ave. (East foothills)
after 5 p.m.
FOR SALE: ’40 Mercury, new
engine, very reasonable. Phone
EM 6302, Redwood City.
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